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1) Does your firm allow any contractual relationships between the search firm and 
candidates for a position (e.g., but not limited to, guarantee placement, payment of 
fees upon placement, or bonus upon placement)?  
 

Answer: GA&A does not contract with candidates to provide any search guarantees, 
payments, or bonuses upon placement.  
 
GA&A has existing executive coaching contracts with a limited number of higher education 
executives; however, no information regarding coaching clients can be shared with GA&A 
recruiters. Most executive coaching contracts are with institutions on behalf of individuals, 
however, there have been rare occasions when an existing coaching client has become a 
candidate in an executive search awarded to GA&A.  
 

 
2) Will your firm agree to forego and avoid any contractual relationships with 
candidates you would recommend for the NWFSC President position or who would be 
included in the pool for the NWFSC president position?  
 

Answer:  Yes, GA&A agrees to forego and avoid any contractual relationships directly with 
candidates during our engagement with NWFSC presidential search.  

 
 

3) Does your firm offer social media and print media reviews on candidates? If yes, 
please describe the scope of such a review and whether there are any additional 
charges beyond those disclosed in your original submission.  
 

Answer:  GA&A offers both social media and print media review services for candidates.  
GA&A will use a two-tier media check system on potential candidates.  
 

 Tier 1:  Before Round 1 interviews, our search team (i.e., GA&A employees) will check 
Google and Factiva (i.e., a news subscription service) to check for any negative or 
potentially concerning press related to the candidates that have been advanced to the 
first round of interviews. Those reports are provided to committee/BOT members and are 
included in the standard search fee. 
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• Tier 2:  For candidates who are expected to participate in campus visits, we recommend 
engagement with our 3rd party vendor (Mintz) to perform a more comprehensive review 
of candidates’ public persona, press coverage, web reputation and risk scan, and social 
media reputation. This formal background check is conducted by our third-party partner 
at an additional charge (see chart in Appendix A). Cost is dependent on how 
comprehensive a check our client pursues (i.e., 10 years back, 15 years back or 20 years 
back).  

 
4) Describe the type and level of criminal background assessment your firm 
completes on candidates and, if applicable, whether there are any additional charges 
beyond those disclosed in your original submission.  
 

 

Answer: Criminal background checks are conducted via our third-party partner, the Mintz 
Group. On page 12 of GA&A’s formal proposal, we have included the price total to conduct 
three (3) basic background checks, which includes some criminal background assessment, for 
three (3) finalists totaling $3,300 (see chart below). When conducting the basic background 
check, Mintz checks criminal litigation (going back 7 years in the current residential 
jurisdiction) and civil litigation (going back 7 years in the current residential jurisdiction). More 
in-depth options are available through Mintz as well, and we have included the full suite of 
options, including pricing, for background checks provided by Mintz in Appendix A for your 

review.  
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5) Does your firm conduct any form of personal fiscal review on candidates? If yes, please 
describe the scope of such a review and whether there are any additional charges beyond those 
disclosed in your original submission. 

Fiscal reviews are conducted via our third-party partner, the Mintz Group. On page 12 of 
GA&A’s formal proposal, we have included the price total to conduct three (3) basic 
background checks, which includes some personal fiscal review, for three (3) finalists totaling 
$3,300 (see chart below). In the basic background check, Mintz checks credit history, tax liens 
(going back 7 years in the current residential jurisdiction), and bankruptcies (going back 7 
years in the current residential jurisdiction). More in-depth options are available through Mintz 
as well, and we have included the full suite of options, including pricing, for background 
checks provided by Mintz in Appendix A for your review.  

 
6) Describe the type of report or data your firm will provide to the search committee 
and/or Board of Trustees regarding each candidate’s experience.  
 

Answer:  GA&A provides a “snapshot” grid (sample below) that outlines the candidate’s 
current experience, education attainment, relevant job experience going back 10 years and 
value-added items that correspond to criteria outlined in the position description as a tool for 
committee members and/or members of the Board of Trustees. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

 


